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Zoe’s Experience
Overall, the internship was a invaluable experience that has

allowed me to learn more about the London market and it’s

future. I was able develop long lasting relationships with

industry professionals, learn about various lines of business,

and expand upon my current (re)insurance knowledge.

Highs:

•Talks and work shadows were tailored to our diverse

interests

•Meeting with professionals from different lines of business

and creating long-lasting relations

•Advice from qualified and student actuaries

•Meeting colleagues from the Everest Re London Office

•TOM FROM LOVE ISLAND.

Recommendations:

•Include a few more work shadow opportunities

•Possibly consider incorporating accountancy firm to see how

they advise insurance companies



Matthew’s Experience
An unbelievable learning experience! I loved 

spending time in Lloyds and meeting industry 

professionals while living/working in London!

Highs: 

● Creating valuable connections in the 
London Insurance Market

● Gaining advice and knowledge to help 
guide my career

● Sitting on the Chubb Box in Lloyds
● Catching up with friends and professionals 

within the industry 
● The pints! 

Lows:
● Too short -wish I could have stayed longer
● Not spending enough time in Lloyds -

Hands on experience



Amon’s Experience
Leaving Bermuda I wanted to begin my career on the 

property  underwriting side. London allowed me 

exposure to various lines of specialty business through 

the rotation which reshaped my view on where I want to 

kickoff my career. Invaluable experience! 

Benefits:

● Claims exposure 

● Learning about specialty lines that are not so common in BDA

● Networking with young people who are at the beginning of 

their career

● Lloyd`s

● “Vapianos”

Recommendations:

● Would like to have spent more time shadowing  at Lloyd`s 

● Maybe include 1 or 2 accounting firms



Imani`s Experience

Benefits:

❖ Tour of the Lloyd’s building

❖ Thomas Miller P&I Ltd.

❖ Actuarial pricing and analytics

❖ Challenges facing the London market

❖ Emerging risks and forward thinking  

❖ Wealth of knowledge transferred 

Recommendations:

❖ BFIS: Exposure into the life (re)insurance market

➢ Scholars: Apply. Experience. Employ

Overall, this experience was nothing short of amazing as it provided 
insight and exposure to the Lloyd’s and London markets, opportunity 
to develop a global network, introduction to various specialty lines of 
insurable business, window to absorb plenty of industrial awareness, 
attain invaluable career advice from professionals. 
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Thank you to BFIS & all 
sponsors!


